
	  

 

    

PYRAMEX® INTRODUCES VENTURE GEAR TACTICAL SEMTEX 2.0™ PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR  
FOR SOLDIERS, LAW ENFORCEMENT AND SHOOTING ENTHUSIASTS 

  
Ultra-Lightweight, Highly Functional and Supremely Comfortable ANSI/ Ballistic Rated Glasses  

 
When it comes to the ultimate in eye protection in the field or on the range, look to Venture Gear™ Tactical Semtex 2.0™ 
glasses by Pyramex®, because no other pair of glasses will be more reliable in protecting you against even the most 
challenging conditions.  The Semtex 2.0 glasses have been designed with a major focus of assisting you in 
accomplishing your objective.  Multiple technical aspects have been integrated into the design of theses glasses to 
ensure they are the tactical eyewear of choice incorporating ballistic-level protection, UV ray defense, premium optical 
clarity and a state-of-the-art lens engineering to shield against scratches.  

 
Part of Pyramex’s Venture Gear Tactical series, the Semtex 2.0 glasses are built for the battlefield with the highest 
quality materials and meet ANSI-Z87.1 safety protection standards.  These glasses go above and beyond in protection 
having also passed military Ballistic High Velocity Impact standards (MIL-PRF-32432); giving the wearer the confidence 
their sight is protected in even the most demanding environments.  Providing 99 percent protection from harmful UV 
rays, the lenses are hard coated polycarbonate, making them scratch resistant.  
 
The half frame glasses blend the breathability of frameless design with the stability of a full frame. The Semtex 2.0 
features a custom-fit rubber nosepiece and nonslip flexible co-injected temples for a comfortable and a personalized fit.  
The glasses also employ Pyramex’s H2MAX proprietary anti-fog coating, so vision stays crystal clear under extreme 
conditions.    
 
The Semtex 2.0 glasses are available in six variations to accommodate multiple style preferences and applications 
including changing light conditions and tactical situations.  Choose from two frame colors, Gun Metal and Tan, and three 
different H2MAX anti-fog lenses.  Lens options include Clear, Sandstone Bronze and Forest Gray.   
 
The Venture Gear Tactical brand is part of Pyramex Safety Products, a world-leader in delivering high quality safety 
products through its innovative and stylish product lines.  The company designs and manufactures a variety of personal 
protective equipment from eye, head, hand, welding, cooling and hearing protection to Hi-Vis work wear, respirators and 
ergonomic gear. Founded in 1991, the company has more than 2,000 distributors in over 60 countries and is committed 
to investing countless hours to research, design and testing to ensure Pyramex products meet the highest industry 
safety standards. To learn more about Venture Gear Tactical, or Pyramex, go to www.pyramexsafety.com.   
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